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Part Description Quantity 

A LED 4 FT. STRIP LIGHT 1 A
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Surface Mounting Installation 

2

1
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End Cap

End Cap

Seperate the end cap from both end of strip light.
Press the bottom frame of the strip light plate inward in the direction of the arrows, and lift the strip light lens 
cover with the other hand as indicated.

□

Preparing the strip light for installation     

□

After dividing the strip light into the plate and lens cover, unplug the wire connectors to separate the terminal wires and 
ground wire inside the strip light.

□

Preparing the strip light for installation     



Surface Mounting Installation (continued)
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3

(1)
(2)

(3)

5

Turn over the strip light plate. Using a screwdriver, punch out of the three large holes (1,2 or 3) for wiring based 
on the installation position. 

□

Removing one of the knockouts in the strip light                 

Mark the two keyhole mounting position of the strip light plate on the ceiling. Drill a hole in the ceiling for each of the two 
mounting holes.
Install a plastic drywall anchor (GG) and a mounting screw (FF) in each drilled mounting hole. Then use two screws (not included)
to fix the 4 in. mounting bracket (R - not included) on the outlet box.

□

Installing the mounting screws                 

□

GG

FF



Surface Mounting Installation (continued)

5

6
Connect the black wire and wire L together.
Connect the white wire and wire N together.
Connect the green wire and earth wire together. 
Connect the purple wire and the anode of the dimmer, and connect the green wire and the cathode of the dimmer.
Finally, fix all of them with wire nuts (BB).

6

□

□

□

□

□

Connecting the wires

Align the two mounting holes on the strip light plate with the two mounting screws in the ceiling. Once both screw heads are 
through the large ends of the keyholes (position 1), slide the strip light plate to the left untill the heads of the screws slide into 
the narrow ends of the keyholes (position 2). Use a screwdriver to tighten the mounting screws.

□

Installing the strip light to the ceiling

1

2

1
2dimmer wire

dimmer wire
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Surface Mounting Installation (continued)

7
Follow up the arrow direction to connect each line together, and tighten upper cover and bottom cover as picture below.□

□

Installing 

Connecting the base and lens wiring

8
Note: Step 8~9 is for the surface mounting linkable installation. The maximum can connect 6 units, and cannot dimmer entirly.  

multiple strip light
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20"(510mm)

41.5"(1055mm)

41.5"(1055mm)

Installing multiple strip lights according to 1~5 steps that are mentioned above (maximum 6 units). The distance between 
two strip lights is 7.08in when use the End Connector (EE). And the distance between two strip lights is 20in when use the 
Power Cable (HH). And installation is same as the 6~ 7 steps that are mentioned.
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Surface Mounting Installation (continued)

9
Follow up the arrow direction to connect each line together, and tighten upper cover and bottom cover as picture below.□

Connecting the base and lens wiring
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Suspend Installation

1 Mounting to drywall
Drill two hole (distance between two hole is 40.7in) in the ceiling. 
Make sure to fasten the combo wood-machine end into the metal hook. 
Tighten the Drywall Screw (not included) into the wood.

Mounting to wood 

□

□

□

Hang the aircraft cable (CC - not include) on the ceiling. 

Attaching the aircraft cable to the ceiling 
□

40.7in

40.7in

Drill two hole (distance between two hole is 40.7in) in the ceiling to clear the closed flaps of the Toggle Bolt (not included). 
Make sure to fasten the toggle bolt into the butterfly nut before inserting the flaps into the ceiling. 
Tighten the toggle bolt.

□

□

□

Drywall Screw

Toggle Bolt

Toggle Bolt

Drywall Screw

CC

CC

Electrical Whip
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Suspend Installation (continued)

4

5 Attach the junction box to the ceiling electrical source

Install “S” shaped hook of aircraft cable (CC) on the LED Strip Light (A). 
Repeat this step on the other side of the LED Strip Light (A).
Adjust aircraft cable to level light at the proper height by quick cabel-lock.

Attaching the Strip Light to aircraft cable 
□

□

Connect the electrical whip from the ceiling to the junction box (DD) and secure with the lock washer (not included) 
from the prior fixture installation.

The dimmer wire need to be led out from the round tube. 

□

□

□

CC

CC

DD

CC

A

CC

Electrical Whip

Dimmer wire

Dimmer wire

Electrical Whip

Quick Cabel-lock

Quick Cabel-lock
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Suspend Installation (continued)

6

7 Securing electrical connections 

Connect the live, neutral, earth and dimmer (black, white, green and purple) wires from the LED Strip Light (A) to the same color wire 
from the junction box(DD).
Cover the wire connection with the wire nuts (BB).

Connecting the electrical wires
□

□

Attach the junction box (DD) to the LED Strip Light (A) with the junction box screw (AA), ensuring the wire nuts (BB) 
are inside the junction box (DD).

□

CC

CC

CC

A

CC

Electrical Whip

Electrical Whip

BB

DD

DD
AA

A

Dimmer wire



Suspend Installation (continued)

8
Fix multiple strip lights in a straight line according to the distance requirement below (maximum 6 units). (The distance of installing 
holes of each lamp is 40.7 inch. And distance between 2 lamps is 7.2 inch).    
Then choose the aircraft cable (CC - not included) as mentioned before, and hang up pull chain.

9
Installing second strip light according to 1~5 steps that are mentioned above (maximum 6 units). Second to sixth strip light does not 
require wiring.
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□

□

□

Installing multiple strip lights

Attaching the strip light to the electrical whip 

Note: Step 8~11 is for the suspend linkable installation. The maximum can connect 6 units, and cannot dimmer entirly. 

CC

CC

CC

CC

Electrical Whip

Electrical Whip

Electrical Whip
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Suspend Installation (continued)

10
 The distance between two strip lights is 7.08in when use the End Connector (EE). And the distance between two strip lights is 20in when use the 
Power Cable (HH). Installation is same as 6~7 steps mentioned above. 

□

Fixing the End Connector/Power Cable

11
Follow up the arrow direction to connect each line together, and tighten upper cover and bottom cover as picture below.□

Connecting the base and lens wiring
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 The distance between two strip lights is 7.08in when use the End Connector (EE). And the distance between two strip lights is 20in when use the 
Power Cable (HH). Installation is same as 6~7 steps mentioned above. 

14

4.1　 Do Not use volatile solvent such as alcohol to clean the troffer.
4.2　 Use soft cotton cloth with suds to clean the troffer .
4.3　 Non-professional Do not attempt to take apart and repair the troffer .
4.4　 Please use the constant-current driver exclusively adaptive to the troffer, do not change the driver without permission . 

Operating temperature ：-0~45°C；Storage temperature ：-40~60°C.

UL-153/UL1598

 

Maintenance Instruction

Environment Requirement 

Product Carried Standard




